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The new Audi A5 Sportback.
The new Audi A5 Sportback is functionality in its most progressive form. With its more sharply
defined design, refined suspension, powerful engines and innovative assistance systems, it is turning
progress into a whole new experience. Yet again.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Detailed information on
standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi A5 Sportback
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Top marks for progressiveness.		
Impressive all along the line.
Audi drive select as standard – the state-of-the-art technologies in the Audi A5 Sportback
are pretty impressive. The same goes for its self-assured elegant look. Accentuated by
coupé-style frameless doors, sporty chrome trim around the windows and the carefully
sculpted rear section with elongated luggage compartment lid.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi A5
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Lights up the darkness.
And the road.
The standard LED* headlights offers significant benefits in terms of safety and comfort. In the
Audi A5, 26 LEDs per headlight generate all lighting functions. In each headlight, 14 LEDs work
together to generate the low and high beam lights, and they are supplemented by a module for
the all-weather and turning lights. The light signature of the LED daytime running lights gives
the car an unmistakable daytime presence. As do the dynamic indicators in the LED rear lights,
an innovation whose aesthetic appeal is equally trailblazing. The optional Matrix LED*
headlights make progress visible: with high-precision, individually controllable light-emitting
diodes that adapt to road situations. Whether for the dipped or high beam, or for the
cornering, country road, motorway or all-weather lighting functions, light adaption is fully
automatic and controlled by the camera.

*

LED headlight: standard across all range of A5

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.
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Audi A5 Sportback

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.
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Where innovations
take shape: the interior.
Turn your ideas into reality in the interior of the new A5. From the seats and the
leather steering wheel in 3-spoke design or the optional flat bottom steering
wheel with multifunction plus, inlays to the optional contour/ambient lighting*
package. Every detail is made from high-quality materials and has a captivating
first-class finish. For a unique look that is bound to turn heads.

*

A5 Sportsback/ A5 Cabriolet (optional). S5 Sportsback (standard)

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi A5 Sportback
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Drive like you are under open skies.
Feel like you are on cloud nine.
The panoramic glass sunroof opens up whole new vistas at the push of a button and creates a
bright interior flooded with light. Using the central locking, you can open the roof even before
you get in. And close it after you get out. The progressive design is a perfect match for the
sporty, elegant lines of the A5. And always shows you in the best light.
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Maintaining an overview. With just one glance. Navigation,
infotainment – the Audi virtual cockpit displays a host of
information relevant to the driver, in superb detail and with a
choice of two different views and the sport layout available in
S5 Sportback. With large or small dials. All conveniently
controlled from the steering wheel at the push of a button. The
Audi smartphone interface¹, ², ³ allows you to
integrate data from your own smartphone into the vehicle.

¹ A5 Sportback (optional). ² A5 Cabriolet (standard). ³ S5 Sportback (standard).

Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi A5
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No one knows what the future holds.
But we know what it looks like.
A wealth of functions in view and within reach: thanks to the Audi MMI navigation plus with MMI
touch, 3D map display. The innovative Audi voice control system literally hangs on the drivers every
word. With the 3D sound of the optional Bang & Olufsen Sound System, why not convert your Audi
into a concert hall? And make every journey worthy of an encore.

Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.
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Audi A5 Cabriolet

The Audi A5 Cabriolet.
Day or night, on a coastal road or in the city – the Audi A5 Cabriolet will
delight you on every journey. And right from the very first glance. Every
detail emphasises its dynamism and progressiveness. The distinctive
Singleframe, the sculpted shoulder line, the redesigned fabric hood – all
unmistakeable features that accentuate its sporty elegance.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi A5 Cabriolet
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Anyone not wanting to wait
																														for the future: please press the start button.
It takes just one small action to unleash tremendous power. It’s equipped with a TDI engine, the Audi A5 Cabriolet
delivers impressive levels of efficiency and sportiness. At the touch of a button, the hood can be opened in 15 seconds
and closed in 18 seconds while driving at speeds up to 50 km/h. quattro all-wheel drive ensures more traction and
dynamic performance. And the flat rear with third brake light integrated into the trim strip of the hood
compartment lid ensures that the Audi A5 Cabriolet maintains its illuminating presence even when braking.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi A5 Cabriolet
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New ideas often meet with resistance.
																																																																Here, the opposite is true.
Some innovations sound like a good idea right from the word go. Take the seat belt
microphones, for example. They ensure good voice quality when making phone calls.
Even when the hood is open. And as soon as you get in, you’ll be impressed by the new
interior architecture. Finished to a superb quality, it’s also exceptionally spacious. Giving
you plenty of space for your own ideas.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi A5 Cabriolet
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What drives us forward: innovation.
Sounds good: the standard acoustic hood doesn’t just accentuate
the classic convertible character of the Audi A5, it also provides
effective insulation from exterior noise. Ensuring that the interior
remains a haven of peace and quiet, even at high speeds. Thanks
to the standard convenience opening feature, the hood can be
opened or closed at the touch of a button. Operation is fully automatic
at vehicle speeds of up to 50 km/h. All you have to do is enjoy the
feel of the wind in your hair.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Audi S5 Sportback
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The new Audi S5 Sportback.
Sportiness taken to the next level: that’s the Audi S5 Sportback. The S-specific bumpers and
twin tailpipes in chrome lend visual expression to its performance. The LED rear lights with
dynamic indicators emphasise the athletic body line. Making it clear immediately where
you’re headed. And making a lasting impression on anyone who sees them.
Even after the S5 Sportback has disappeared from sight.

Audi S5 Sportback
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Out of the blocks.
With a show of power.
It doesn’t take long to form a first impression. After just 4.7 seconds, as you reach 100 km/h, you
will be in no doubt: here is an athlete on top form. With S-specific sport suspension as standard.
Pure dynamism, experienced the way you want. At whatever pace you choose, thanks to quattro
with self-locking differential.
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Audi S5 Sportback

Enthralling at lightning speed:
																																																																																															the sporty interior.
The interior of the Audi S5 Sportback is proof of just how comfortable sportiness can be: with the S Sport seats1,2
with rhombus pattern, S embossing and pneumatic massage function. Looking forward, the view becomes
dynamic: the Audi virtual cockpit is a captivating feature, with an S-specific display for an even sportier look.
New standards are being defined when it comes to individuality, too. The contour/ambient lighting package
enables you to tailor the colour scheme of the interior lighting to your own personal preferences. And make an
impressive show of the entire interior. Every detail is chosen by you. To ensure everyone’s eyes light up.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.
¹ optional - S Sport seats. ² standard - Sport seats.

Lines & packages | A5 | S line exterior package
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Powerful presence.
With Audi wheels, you can emphasise your own individual style and the character of your Audi A5.
Why not indulge yourself and create a powerful presence with your favourite design. For peace
of mind on the road: Audi wheels are subjected to special test procedures, undergo rigorous testing
and are of superb quality.

More striking.
With the S line exterior package (optional in A5 Sportback/ A5 Cabriolet)
Don’t just emphasise the sporty character of your Audi A5 – enhance it. Right from first sight, the S line exterior package suggests powerful
performance. Athletic details lend the distinctive body line even more characteristic flair and create powerful accents.

Diffuser insert in twilight grey, matt – rear bumper insert with
honeycomb structure – chrome-plated exhaust tailpipe trims

45.72 cm(18“) cast aluminium wheels in 5 twin spoke star design (S5 Sportsback)
45.72 cm(18“) cast aluminium wheels in 5 segment spoke star design (A5 Sportsback/ A5 Cabriolet)

New trim element in chrome with S line logo

Radiator grille in twilight grey, matt with blades in
aluminium silver, matt
Many additional highlights can be found at www.audi.co.in

S line exterior package – including front and rear bumpers, side air inlet grilles and diffuser insert in a striking sporty
design – radiator grille in twilight grey, matt – blades in aluminium silver,
matt – side sill trims in black colour – illuminated door sill trims, front with aluminium inlay and S logo – S line
emblem on the front wingsMore
Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Detailed information on
standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Highlights
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Audi smartphone interface – connects your smartphone to your Audi and
transfers your smartphone content to the MMI display* directly and seamlessly via USB.

Deluxe automatic air conditioning ensures high air quality and
features a new user interface

A5/S5 Sportback – electric luggage compartment lid as standard, optionally with sensor control; spacious luggage compartment with a capacity of up to 480 l.

*
optional in A5 Sportback
standard in A5 Cabriolet/ S5 Sportback

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Detailed information on
standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Equipment | Paint finishes
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Daytona grey,
pearl effect

Moonlight blue,
metallic

Matador red,
metallic

Gotland green,
metallic

Navarra blue,
metallic

Floret silver,
metallic

Argus brown,
metallic

Powerful look.
Select the paint colour that best suits your personality. Secure in the
knowledge that the quality will be superb, because your vehicle is
painted not just once, but four times. So not only do you look radiant in
your Audi, the car is also protected from environmental influences and
wear. Ensuring that the car maintains a powerful look throughout its
entire lifetime.

Some of the equipment listed is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Detailed information on
standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Equipment | Hoods
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Powerful acoustics.

Black

Brown

Red

Grey

The Audi acoustic hood perceptibly reduces noise in the interior. This is assured by
the polyurethane foam insulation that significantly enhances interior noise comfort.
Choose from a variety of hood colours to further accentuate the elegant sportiness
of your Audi A5 Cabriolet. With the convenience opening feature, the hood can
be opened and closed with ease. In a matter of seconds. And at vehicle speeds of
up to 50 km/h.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Detailed information on standard and optional equipment is available at your local Audi dealership.

Equipment | Seat upholstery
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A5 Sportback and A5 Cabriolet
Leather/ Leatherette (Standard)

More quality.

Atlas beige

Rock grey

Nougat brown

You have a special place in your Audi. Exclusive comfort can be felt
on the front and rear seats: thanks to high-quality materials and
first-class workmanship. No matter which seat upholstery you
choose, you’re sitting in the right place.
S5 Sportsback
Alcantara* / Leather (Standard)

Black

Rock grey

Rotor grey

Nappa leather # (optional)
Magma red

Black

Rock grey

Texture & material shown may differ from actual offering. Please contact your nearest dealer partner
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

*

Sport seats

|

#

S Sport seats

Rotor grey

Black

Equipment | Inlays
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A5 Sportback and A5 Cabriolet
Oak grey natural

More select.
With inlays.

S5 Sportback
Matt brushed aluminium

Exclusive ambience is a question of style. Your style. A style you can refine right down
to the last detail. Create tangible accents with high-quality Audi inlays. Experience
the fascination of selected materials: fine woods, carbon, piano finish or aluminium trim –
combine them to suit your own individual taste.

S5 Sportback (optional)
Carbon Atlas

Texture & material shown may differ from actual offering. Please contact your nearest dealer partner
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

Technical data
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Model

Engine type

Audi A5 Sportback

Audi A5 Cabriolet

Audi S5 Sportback

2.0 TDI

2.0 TDI quattro

3.0 TFSI quattro

4-cylinder in-line diesel engine with

4-cylinder in-line diesel engine with

V6 Petrol engine with direct fuel injection,

common rail injection system

common rail injection system

turbocharging

and turbocharging

and turbocharging

and Audi valvelift sysytem

Displacement in cc

1,968

1,968

2995

Max. output¹ in kW at rpm

140/3800-4200

140/3800-4200

260/5400-6400

Max. torque in Nm at rpm

400/1750-3000

400/1750-3000

500/1370-4500

Power transmission
Drive type

Front-wheel drive

quattro permanent all-wheel drive

quattro permanent all-wheel drive

Cast Aluminum alloy wheels, 5 segment spoke

Cast Aluminum alloy wheels, 5 segment spoke

Cast Aluminum alloy wheels, 5 twin spoke star

design 8.5J x 45.72 cm(18“)

design 8.5J x 45.72 cm(18“)

design 8.5J x 45.72 cm(18“)

245/40 R18

245/40 R18

245/40 R18

7 Speed S tronic

7 Speed S tronic

8-Speed tiptronic

Kerb weight² in kg

1670

1875

1790

Gross vehicle weight in kg

2115

2310

2230

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l

54

58

58

Top speed in km/h

235

235

250

Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s

7.9

7.8

4.7

Fuel grade

Diesel

Diesel

Petrol

19.2

17.2

13.57

Wheels

Tyres
Transmission type

Notes
¹ The figure given has been calculated in accordance with the specified measuring procedure (current version of
Directive80/1269/EEC).
² Unladen vehicle weight includes driver (68 kg), 7 kg of luggage and fuel tank 90% full, calculated in accordance
with the current version of Directive 92/21/EEC. Optional equipment may increase the car’s unladen weight and
drag coecient, whereupon the possible payload limit and the top speed will be reduced accordingly.
³ We recommend using sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95 in accordance with DIN EN 228. If not available, use
sulphurfreeregularunleaded RON 91 in accordance with DIN EN 228; power output will be slightly reduced.
Unleaded RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol content of 10% (E10) can generally be used. Fuel consumption
details refer to operation with RON 95 fuel in accordance with 692/2008/EC.
⁴ We recommend using sulphur-free diesel in accordance with DIN EN 590. If not available: diesel in accordance
with EN 590.
⁵ The values stated were calculated using specified measuring procedures as per Bharat Stage IV by the ARAI.

Fuel consumption km/l
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The information contained herein is accurate as of the date of publication. Illustrations may show equipment which is optional and not part of standard specifications.
Models, combinations and configurations, colours and equipment illustrated may dier from products supplied in the Indian market. Audi may alter or change designs, specifications,
and combinations and configurations. Please contact an authorised Audi dealer for more exact information. Some of the images shown are relevant to left hand driven cars, and are
shown for illustration purpose only. These images may not be similar to right hand driven vehicles sold in India.
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¹ Technical specifications refer to a basic vehicle without country-specific features and the selected optional
equipment.
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